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Back cover copy 

Money doesn’t grow on trees… 
Imagine if it did. We would all become farmers, one of the 

hardest jobs out there. The world would stop, because there would 
be no one left to stock store shelves, create new technologies, 
deliver goods, teach our children or fix our roads. 

Money makes the world go ‘round, and the work of millions each and every day keeps the 
economy going. And from this comes countless stories of everyday life in the workplace, those 
water-cooler tales of silliness and surprises shared with fellow workers. 

That’s what you’ll find in this book, stories from the trenches of working stiffs near and far. 
From hair dressers to teachers, steel workers to even a happy hooker, you’ll learn that money 
doesn’t grow on trees, but is earned through hard work…and laughter along the way. 
 
Series information, also found on back cover 
Not Your Mother’s Book series creators Dahlynn and Ken McKowen spent 10 years developing 
titles for the world’s bestselling anthology series [Chicken Soup for the Soul] prior to launching 
NYMB. But NYMB is very different; NYMB books are contemporary, fun and even daring! No 
sad, sappy or death and dying stories—EVER! 
 
Not Your Mother’s Book . . . On Working for a Living is the tenth book in the series. There are 
more than 20 new and funny NYMB titles under development and all need stories from YOU! 
Story guidelines: www.PublishingSyndicate.com 
 
Chapter titles 
Out to Lunch 
Making the Grade 

  Human Resources 
  All in a Day’s Work 

  Open Mouth 
  Jobs from Hell 

 
Other titles in the NYMB series 
On Being a Parent 
On Being a Woman 
On Being a Mom 
 

  On Being a Stupid Kid 
  On Travel 
  On Home Improvement 
 

  On Family 
  On Dogs 
  On Cats 
   

Media alert: The McKowens, Pat Nelson and story contributors are available for interviews. A jpg 
of the cover is also available. Contact: Dahlynn@PublishingSyndicate.com  


